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ABSTRACT
In this study, the reinforcement learning agent under the situation of communicable as multi-agent
system will be improved efﬁciency. In reinforcement learning, this method will be supposed that
agent is able to observe the environment, completely. However, there is a limit on the information of the sensors. Moreover, it is hard to learn the
reinforcement learning agent in the actual environment cause of some noise of actual environment or
source device. In addition, a time per a episode will
enlarge because an agent will be explored in a given
area.
In this study, the proposed method has been using two type agents that communicate as information exchange on the location to settle this problem,
moreover, the noise will be mixed with knowledge
space in the situation of the knowledge sharing. In
addition, sometimes the any information won’t be
transmitted in the situation of knowledge sharing.
From this viewpoint, in this study aims to improve
maze-solving technique, efﬁciency by which to the
multi-agent reinforcement learning’s agents under
the situation. As a result, the proposed method has
been conﬁrmed that is provided suitable solution
for an approach to the goal for the agents.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the years, many studies have been conducted with the objective of facilitating the
working of robots in dynamic environments
[1, 2, 3]. Various robots have been developed to assist humans in workspaces, such as
a house or factory [4]. In general, robots are
required to work effectively and safely in a
dynamic environment to achieve their tasks.
However, it is not easy to make a robot behave like a human in dynamic environments
[5, 6]. When they are working in a certain environment, humans select an appropriate course
of action through subconsciously predicting all
the changes in the environment and their next
state. However, these situations and course of
actions will be exploded if a designer will be
programming or designing. For achievement
these problems, in recent years, various machine learning methods have been suggested.
In reinforcement learning, it attracts attention
as the technique that often use in the actual
robot [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. However, reinforcement learning has some problems. In one of the
problems, a robot does not cope with changing purpose in reinforcement learning. Reinforcement learning has been demanded to
achieve various purposes, because that the request to robot is diversifying and to achieve
various purposes in robot have been wanting,
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as mentioned above. Therefore, it is important
to solve this problem.
Until now, an information exchange (in this
paper, this process called “communication”)
in multi-agent reinforcement learning often
hasn’t been adjusted dynamically or timely
[12, 13]. However, this communication will be
an index of performance in the learning. Communication and autonomously adjustment an
exploration-exploitation ratio will be enabled if
this method will be proposed. For this achievement, in this study, agents learn using information from the communication for a task as
known as exploration-exploitation ratio of another agent will be suggested. Unfortunately,
it will be occurred that the random noise will
be mixed up with an actual Q-space or disconnected using the ordinary wireless transmission line. The authors have been studying about the paddy-weeding robot up now on.
The concept of the weeding robot system
Portable device
Current status
of tasks

Paddy weeding robot
(in wet rice culture)

Levee weeding
robot

Slope weeding
robot

Figure 1. A Covered Area the Weeding Robot Systems
Followed.

will be developed is shown in ﬁg. 1. Examples
of these element technologies include a traveling section having ﬁne running performance
suitable for various working environments, a
weeding section for removing weeds, a sensor
and control system for autonomous working,
and an ICT technology for providing information to the labor in the remote area. Even when
it is said to be a weeding robot in general the
range is extensive and complicated; working
environments according to purpose are also diverse, such as weeding on the levee or wet rice
culture, grass cutting on the slope of the intermountain areas.
In order to solve the problems mentioned
above, the crawler-type prototyped robot in the
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study. This robot is equipped with a GPS module, an ultrasonic sensor, magnetic compass
module with gyroscope and accelerometer, and
a camera module. If these sensor information
will sharing with each robot, it will be expected
that to work cooperatively and efﬁciently in the
workspace. At the same time, from this plan, it
will be expected that the load balancing and the
real-time performance will be improved. Thus,
in this study, the communication system has
been constructed based on simulation.
In this study, agents deﬁne an “aggressiveness.” An exploration-exploitation ratio has
been included in reinforcement learning. An
agent’s performance that task accomplishment
or explore the purpose environment will be
determined by this ratio. In detail, the aggressiveness will be depended by an ability
of communication. The aggressiveness will
decrease when the communication has been
accomplished, and inversely, the aggressiveness will increase when the communication has
been failed. In addition, the mixed noise will
be considered during communication. From
this proposed method, the communication will
be adjusted from other agents’ behavior, dynamically.
In this paper, we propose the action decision and communication method based on
other agent. Moreover, in this study, we discuss effectiveness using a maze problem as an
example. As a result, we conﬁrmed that the
proposed method is well inﬂuenced from other
agent’s behavior.
This paper is organized as follows: In section
2, we explain the how to obtain and adjustment
dynamically the exploration-exploitation ratio
from other agents’ behavior. In Section 3, we
explain about the setting for the experiment.
Finally, in Section 4, we present the conclusions of this study.
2 A CONCEPT OF ACTION DECISION
BASED ON OTHER AGENT’S BEHAVIOR
Former works [14, 15] have been focused only
on knowledge sharing. However, these methods had not been focused on ability of knowl-
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edge sharing or motivation-adjustment based
on a wireless communication environment. In
fact, often it has been the receiving status of the
radio waves is adverse. In case when communication using wireless transmission, it will be
considered carefully when occurred that communication fault, or mixing noise with communication payload.
The ﬁgure 2 is the outline of the proposed

(1) When the communication fault occurred,
increase the aggressiveness.

Agent 1

(2) When the communication succeeds, compare the knowledge current received with
the knowledge that just before the communication.

Reinforcement Learning

Communication Communication
(w/ Agent 2) succeeded
Communication
fault

State

Parameter
tuning

Environment
Action

Reward
Agent 2

Reinforcement Learning

Communication Communication
(w/ Agent 1) succeeded
Communication
fault

State

some communication fault has been occurred.
From this viewpoint, the agent should decide
a resend request to another agent when complete information as knowledge will be obtained without any error or noise. However,
it will be occurred that the packet-loss or the
lower Received Signal Strength Indicator. In
this case, two type way of action decision will
be proposed:

Parameter
tuning

Environment
Action

Reward

Figure 2. An Outline of the Proposed System.

system. In this method contains two parts;
Communication part (the part trying the connect to another agent), and Parameter tuning
part (the part calculating the aggressive rate
of agent when the communication fault). At
this time, the agent operating in the proposed
system also has the inﬂuence of other agents
in addition to the state and reward of the environment. In general, an agent requests resend for information to any other agent when

In this paper, above two way of action decision will be stated.
As mentioned before, in this study, agents
deﬁne an “aggressiveness.” An explorationexploitation ratio has been included in reinforcement learning. An agent’s performance
that task accomplishment or explore the purpose environment will be determined by this
rate. In detail, the aggressiveness will be depended by an ability of communication. The
aggressiveness will decrease when the communication has been accomplished, and inversely, The aggressiveness will increase when
the communication has been failed. Hence,
the aggressiveness of this agent by setting the
number of communication faults Nfault , and
number of communication trials Nall during the
task progress can be expressed as a mathematically model, will be as follows:
{
0.5
ε = Nfault
Nall

if Nfault = 0 and Nall = 0
otherwise

. (1)

In this paper, we express this as the aggressiveness by the agent. Now, in this case, the aggressiveness may be indeﬁnite in initial state as
Nall = 0, is natural to regard the aggressiveness
as 0.5 regardless of the state of the agent. From
this viewpoint, an agent will be performing that
task accomplishment when the communication
succeeded for task achievement quickly. On
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the other hands, an agent will be performing
that explore the purpose environment when the
communication fault to support another agent’s
task achievement.
3

3.1

grid. An agent can get a reward +1 when agent
reaches the goal point (G).
Table 1. Experimental parameters for Agents.

VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT –
COMPUTATIONAL
SIMULATION
USING THE PROPOSED METHOD
(1)
Outline of the Experiment

We verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method up to the previous section by computer
simulation. The effectiveness is evaluated by
comparing the difference of the convergence
speed of the learning of the proposed reinforcement learning with the proposed method. At
this time, the ordinary reinforcement learning
method is to learn the route that reaches the
goal while avoiding walls through trial and error, and the reinforcement learning to which
the proposed method is applied. A behavior
will be selected according to the behavior facing.

(S)

Agent-1

Agent-2

Property

0
0.1
0.95
0.5

0
0.1
0.95
Eq.(1)

Initial value of Q values
Learning rate α
Discount value γ
Exploration rate ²

3.2 Condition of Simulation
In this experiment, we mainly deal with
episodic tasks: Agent-1 is an agent that operates with ordinary reinforcement learning,
Agent-2 is an agent that combines the proposed
method and reinforcement learning. Agent-1
is Agent-2 s learning without being affected,
Agent-2 will select actions affected by learning
and behavior Agent-1.
When each agent reaches the goal point (G)
from the start point (S), the reward is obtained
and the process returns to the start (S) Also,
as described above, even when falling into the
pitfall (H), it returns to the start point (S). Treat
this as one episode In this experiment we will
do 300 episodes. Setting of experimental parameters is as shown in the following table 1.
Number of Actions
per Episodes

200
150
100
50
0

(G)

50

100

150

200

250

300

Episodes

Figure 4. Number of Action per Episodes of Agent-1.
Figure 3. An Experimental Environment (Grid Maze).
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Number of Actions
per Episodes

200

Also consider the maze environment with
walls and pitfalls consisting of a grid of 9 ×
9 shown in ﬁg. 3 as the experimental environment. Moreover, the agent implemented a
proposed method will be affected by 2-types
agents during task execution.
In ﬁgure 3, the water blue-colored mass is
the wall. The two agents are perfect perception
and can move up, down, left and right of the

150
100
50
0
50

100

150

200

250

300

Episodes

Figure 5. Number of Action per Episodes of Agent-2.
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Number of
Communication Fault

200

4 CONCLUSION

150
100
50
0
0

50

100

150
Episodes

200

250

300

Figure 6. Transition of Number of Communication Disconnection with Agent-1 and Agent-2.
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Figure 7. Transition of Exploration-exploitation Ratio ²
of Agent-2.

3.3

Discussion on Simulated Results

² is 0.5 at the beginning of the action
and chooses the exploratory behavior, however, as learning progresses, ² converges to
0.5 as Agent-1’s goal number increases, next
episode. Moreover, in the next episode, ² becomes also 0.5 the other hands, ² had been
holding when Agent-1 has faced on Agent-2
was conﬁrmed (Fig. 7).
² is 0.5 at the beginning of the action and
chooses the exploratory behavior, however, as
learning progresses, ² converging to 0.5 as
Agent-1’s goal number increases, next episode.
Moreover, in the next episode, ² becomes 0.5
the other hands, ² had been decreasing when
Agent-2 has connected on Agent-1 was conﬁrmed (Fig. 6 and7). We will be considered
that the decrease resulted from an action strategy of Agent-1. From this result, it could experimentally conﬁrm the fact that actioned will
be become while watching the progress of the
opponent. Similarly, at the same time. Therefore, the action was realized by searching for
an action that ﬁnds the optimal solution of the
given task (along with it) only when the agent
to ﬁnd the optimal solution of the task that will
be conﬁrmed.
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In this paper, a method to dynamically adjust the action-decision strategy based on communication with each other agents’, has been
proposed. In this method, the evaluation of the
agent’s behavioral results is ability of communication. Moreover, in the proposed method,
the aggressiveness will be depended by an ability of communication. The aggressiveness will
decrease when the communication has been accomplished, therefore, this index has been deﬁned. Further, these parameters have been affected the exploration ratio as ε. From this
method, the simulation results showed the proposed method has been acquired actions to
reach the goal more efﬁciently than conventional method. From these results, the proposed method has been conﬁrmed to efﬁciently
accomplish the task, while adjusting by communication. Therefore, we conclude that the
usefulness of the proposed method has been
conﬁrmed.
Now, let’s consider the knowledge sharing
as sharing Q-space, again. It will be needed
for efﬁciency when multi-agent robots will explore the given purpose environment. If the
given task aims that search a goal point, knowledge sharing and separate the explore area per
agent are important factors for task achieve
faster. As a future work, to achieve this issue,
the method to compare the Q-space will be focused on.
As mentioned before, the knowledge will
be an index of performance in the learning.
Therefore, agents learn using information from
the knowledge for a task as known as Q-space
of another agent will be suggested. The Qspace will increase each Q-value (that includes
all of the state and the action) during learning per episode. Finally, an agent ﬁnds a way
to shortest route for a goal based on highfrequently Q-value pass. In this case, a knowledge sharing method that comparing Q-space
will be effectual to explore the given environment with each agent.
On the other hands, it will be occurred that
the random noise will be mixed up with actual Q-space if the sharing process using the
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ordinary wireless transmission line. From now
on, it will be proposed that agents learn using
another Q-space which includes random noise
from the evaluation of achievement for task of
another agent will be considered. In addition,
the mixed noise will be considered during the
knowledge sharing. To achieve this, a kernel
trick for comparing the knowledge will be focused on.
As the future work, implementing the proposed method to the actual weeding robots
will be planned as shown in ﬁg. 8. At
the same time, it is necessary to investigate
for effectiveness the algorithms to introduce
multiple robots with different body structures
or different roll with individual roles into the
workspace, to work cooperatively and efﬁciently. Moreover, up until now the communication system for position information using
LoRa private, has been prototyped. From now
on, also it is necessary to investigate for effectiveness the prototype system to introduce
multiple robots, to work cooperatively and efﬁciently in the actual ﬁeld.
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